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Introduction 

Bloodstream infections (BSI) constitute a growing public health 
concern in the industrialized world. With an associated death toll of 
approximately 36,000 individuals per year, BSIs ranked as the 11th 
leading cause of death in the US [1]. In addition to being an important 
cause of morbidity and mortality, BSIs are an economic burden for 
healthcare institutions and patients [2-4].

By identifying the causative organism and performing antibiotic 
susceptibilities testing (AST), the laboratory provides crucial 
information to guide the correct treatment for patients with BSIs 
[5]. In spite of being the gold standard, culture-based methods for 
identification and antibiotic susceptibilities are time consuming, which 
leads to patients not receiving specific antibiotic therapy promptly, 
increasing patient and hospitals’ costs by means of inappropriate 
therapy and longer stay [2]. In this era of drug resistant pathogens, 
practitioners are often obligated to prescribe broad spectrum antibiotics, 
which are often more expensive, may be associated with drug toxicities 
necessitating monitoring, and in worst case scenarios lead to additional 
antimicrobial resistance [6,7]. Furthermore, incorrect antibiotic 
therapy administration has been shown to be associated with increased 
risk of mortality, particularly during the first 24 hours of infection [8]. 
With the advent of molecular techniques developed to detect bacterial 
genetic information, the turnaround time of pathogen identification 
and markers of resistance has been greatly reduced [9,10]. Nevertheless, 
many of these molecular techniques require a certain level of expertise 
to be executed in the routine microbiology laboratory [11,12]. In 
recent years, microarray-based tests have emerged as a strong and 
reliable alternative to PCR-based methods [13]. In our study we 
focused on implementing a user-friendly microarray-based platform. 
Previous studies have evaluated the performance of such platform 
[14,15], but only one paper to date has focused on the economic 
impact of Enterococci [16] detection.  In addition, studies focused on 
the economic value of detection of multiple gram-positive organisms 
using this microarray technology are lacking. We sought to assess 
the impact of using the Verigene BC-GP test results on the following 
parameters: antibiotic therapy intervention, drug monitoring decision-
making, decision to admit or discharged based on pathogenicity or the 
organism. 

Materials and Methods
Instrumentation

We utilized the Verigene Gram-positive blood culture (BC-GP) 
test, a microarray-based platform with random access (each sample can 
be run independently without the need of batching)  which identifies 
three Gram-positive genus targets (Staphylococcus spp., Streptococcus 
spp., Listeria spp.), nine Gram-positive species-level targets (S. aureus, 
S. epidermidis, S. lugdunensis, S. pneumoniae, S. agalactiae, S. pyogenes, 
S. anginosus Group, E. faecalis, E. faecium), and detects the genetic
resistance markers mecA and vanA/vanB. This test is FDA approved
for clinical use. Concomitantly, conventional blood culture techniques
(considered as the reference method) were performed.

Clinical Validation

In order to initiate our study, we performed a clinical validation 
in which 30 samples from positive blood cultures containing at least 
one Gram-positive organism/resistance marker were tested by the 
Verigene BC-GP. Prior to commencing our study we performed a 
validation by testing at least two positive samples for each organism/
resistance marker detected by the BC-GP test; we obtained a 100% 
concordance. Due to the low incidence of BSI caused by Listeria spp. 
In our institution we did not include this organism in our validation/
study despite Verigene BC-GP’s ability to detect this organism. 

Samples Testing

Between February and September 2013, blood cultures submitted to 
our microbiology laboratory and positive by the BacT/ALERT system 
(BioMérieux, Durham, NC), which were subsequently gram stained 
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Abstract
We assessed the clinical and economic impact of using the microarray-based Verigene Gram positive blood 

culture (BC-GP) test to identify gram positive bacteria in blood cultures. The main advantage of employing this 
test in comparison to conventional culture techniques resided on identifying the causative organism an average of 
42.8 hours prior than conventional culture techniques. The microarray-based test results allowed providers to tailor 
antibiotic therapy and decide whether to admit/discharge a patient sooner, which reflected over $21,000 in hospital 
savings for the 105 cases analyzed in this study. The implementation of the Verigene BC-GP in our Microbiology 
Laboratory presented an economic advantage when compared to conventional workup and was shown to improve 
ongoing antimicrobial stewardship and patient care.
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and determined to be gram-positive cocci (GPC), were included in the 
study. Samples originated from inpatients and outpatients seen at our 
community hospital serving the population of Fargo, ND.

Only the first positive bottle for each patient with de novo 
bacteremia was included. Patients with history of bacteremia within 
the preceding six months were not included in the study this decision 
was driven by our laboratory policy which reports MRSA infections 
as new for patients who were not positive for this organism in the 
prior six months. For the samples that showed positivity but not true 
bacteremia (presence of viable bacteria in the bloodstream) was found, 
the information was also accounted since contamination of blood 
cultures (mainly with coagulase negative staphylococcus [CoNS]), 
along with other clinical aspects, can drive the decision of admitting or 
discharging a patient.

Following Gram stain, both conventional workup and the BC-
GP test were set up. In the case of conventional workup, culture was 
performed on blood agar plates (BAP) and Columbia Nalidixic Acid 
(CNA) to obtain isolated colonies; after growth, S. aureus, CoNS and 
beta-hemolytic Streptococcus species were identified by spot testing 
using Staphaurex or PathoDx kits respectively (Thermo-Fisher Scientific 
Remel Products, Lenexa, KS) and/or Vitek-2 ID cards (BioMérieux, 
Durham, NC), all other GPC were identified by Vitek-2 ID cards.  
Antibiotic susceptibility testing (AST) was carried out using Vitek-2 
AST cards or the Etest diffusion method (BioMérieux, Durham, NC). 
Since the BC-GP test only provides information regarding presence of 
genetic markers for resistance (which does not replace full antibiotic 
susceptibilities) the AST values were used to compare cases in which 
resistance markers were found, for the rest of the results only time to 
generate a species level identification was taken into account.

In order to calculate the turnaround time difference between 
BC-GP and conventional workup, we considered time zero to be the 
moment when the blood culture bottles were introduced in the BacT/
ALERT system (which on average is up to a maximum of 30 minutes 
after collection per our microbiology laboratory receiving station). We 
believe this to be a more realistic approach that better reflects a true 
microbiology laboratory routine and eliminates taking into account 
any delays that may have occurred when unloading the positive bottles 
or performing the Gram stain. 

Intervention and analysis based on BC-GP results

The standard process for positive blood cultures reporting in our 
laboratory consists on performing the Gram stain and report the result 
(considered as a critical value) to the primary care team/RN as soon 
as available; subsequently the identification results and AST would 
be electronically reported as obtained, and retrieved by the physician 
when available.

In our study the physician/RN received a call with the Gram stain 
result as usual; after approximately three hours (the time it takes the 
BC-GP test to run), an infectious diseases doctor was called with the 
BC-GP test results, he promptly communicated the findings to the 
physician seeing the patient associated with the sample in question. The 
rationale of having the infectious disease doctor communicating the 
BC-GP result was delivering the results in the most effective manner 
possible. This practice was changed to reporting the BC-GP results 
directly to the RN/primary care team after completion of the study.

After completion of the Verigene BC-GP test for this study 
(September 2013), an infectious disease doctor retrospectively accessed 
patients’ charts and investigated if decisions on treatment, admission, 

or discharge were made based upon the BC-GP results (to determine if 
actions were taken based on BC-GP, the chart notes had to clearly state 
the use of the BC-GP test). 

Using this data set, a pharmacist calculated the costs for treatment 
changes and drug monitoring using the correct dosing calculation 
for each patient; being the main parameters considered weight, 
renal function and site of infection. These are parameters analyzed 
constantly by our antibiotic stewardship program run by the pharmacy 
department along with the infectious diseases department to make 
suggestions on therapy.

The design, procedures, and materials and methods were approved 
by our Institutional Review Board (IRB).

For statistical analysis, we employed a Mann-Whitney U-test 
(Sigma Plot v 11.2.0, Systat Software Inc.), considering a p value of 0.05 
as significant.

Results
A total of 107 blood culture samples containing gram positive cocci 

were tested by conventional workup and the BC-GP test. Both methods 
identified one organism per sample (107 organisms) from which 105 
(98.1%) showed correlation; the two organisms that were misidentified 
by BC-GP were Streptococcus mitis (identified as S. pneumoniae by 
BC-GP) and Aerococcus viridians (identified as Staphylococcus spp. 
by BC-GP).  Therefore, the overall sensitivity of BC-GP to detect GPC 
was 100% (IC95= 98.3 ± 1.7%), whereas specificity was 98.2% (IC95= 
96.6 ± 3.1%).  With respect to specific organisms, coagulase-negative 
Staphylococci (CoNS) were the most frequently found GPC (39.3%), 
followed by S. aureus (18.1%), S. pneumoniae (8.4%) and Enterococci 
(5.6%). The mecA resistance gene for S. aureus was detected by both 
BC-GP and the reference method in 16 of 20 total S. aureus isolates 
recovered, showing specificity and sensitivity of 100% by the BC-
GP test. Similar results were found in the most frequently detected 
organisms. 

Regarding time to organism identification and result reporting, 
when comparing the reference method to BC-GP, there was a consistent 
earlier identification time for BC-GPThe average time to identification 
for each individual organism was reduced on average by 43.0 hours 
using BC-GP (Table 1). This difference was shown to be statistically 
significant (p<0.01).

The last portion of the investigation consisted of analyzing the 

 Average  time to identification 
(in hours)

Organism Verigene Conventional Difference p value 
MRSA 38.5 106.1 67.6 <0.001
MSSA 23.3 64.0 40.7 <0.001
CoNS 39.0 82.7 43.8 <0.001

Streptococcus spp* 33.7 63.4 29.8 <0.005

GAS 22.2 42.9 20.7 N/A (small 
sample)

GBS 21.4 46.0 24.6 <0.01
S. pneumoniae 20.3 41.9 21.6 <0.001

Enterococcus spp 52.3 104.4 52.1 <0.05
All Organisms 

(n=105) 34.5 77.5 43.0 <0.01

*S. anginosus group considered as Streptococcus spp
Table 1: Time to detection per organism comparison between BC-GP and 
conventional methods.
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patient’s charts and determining the proportion of patients for 
which the results of BC-GP impacted antibiotic (ATB) therapy, drug 
monitoring and discharge/admission decisions; the associated cost 
to each event was also calculated (Table 2). The three antibiotics used 
to treat patients in our study for which savings were calculated were 
vancomycin, daptomycin and linezolid. The drug monitoring test was 
performed for patients receiving vancomycin. 

There were a total of 37 (35.4%) cases in which ATB therapy was 
changed. There were 5 cases (4.8%) in which a discharge/admission 
decision was rendered based on the BC-GP test results.  Vancomycin 
was avoided from being prescribed as initial therapy in 22 (21%) of 
the patients whereas this antibiotic was discontinued upon notification 
of BC-GP results for 11 (10.5%) patients. Vancomycin avoidance/
discontinuation sub-groups were found to be positive for CoNS (9, 
8.6%), MSSA (8, 7.6%) or Streptococcus spp. (4, 3.8%). The total savings 
for discontinuing vancomycin therapy in favor of a cephalosporin, 
including associated drug monitoring, was $1,545.02. There were 
three (2.9%) patients, who had prior history of VRE colonization; in 
our institution daptomycin is the empiric antibiotic of choice for these 
patients if blood cultures are found to contain GPC, nevertheless, BC-
GP allowed to promptly detect CoNS or S. anginosus, which allowed 
the physicians to avoid daptomycin treatment and use vancomycin 
or a cephalosporin instead, representing savings of $2,565.36. Similar 
to patients with history of VRE, patients known to be colonized with 
MRSA and finding of GPC in the blood are empirically treated at our 
institution with an antimicrobial agent against MRSA. For one case 
(1%) S pneumonia BSI was found in a patient colonized with MRSA.  
Per notes, the physician had planned on starting linezolid (patient 
was on levofloxacin and metronidazole); yet when results became 
available a cephalosporin was used in its place. This was associated 
with a cost savings of $114.26 (Table 2). Three cases of outpatients with 
GPC in blood were planned on being admitted by emergency room 
and oncology service. With the finding of CoNS by BC-GP, these 
services opted not to admit the patient. The cost savings was calculated 
based upon the time the patient would have been hospitalized while 
conventional method finalized result as CoNS.  Similarly, one patient 
was discharged earlier from the hospital because a blood isolate was 
confirmed as CoNS by BC-GP. The total savings for this sub-group of 
four patients (3.8%) was $17,152.00 based on the current rates (year 
2013) per inpatient stay in our hospital. Decision on admission to 
the hospital or early discharge was calculated without factoring in 
the potential cost savings from length-of-stay reduction, the overall 
savings for the 105 cases studied was $21,376.64 (Table 2).

Discussion
The study presented aimed to depict a realistic situation of 

implementing a rapid molecular test for the detection of BSI caused 
by GPC. Previous studies, a majority of which have been based on 
employing qPCR [17-19], but many of these studies were mainly 
focused on a smaller set of organisms [20,21]. From the technical 

point of view, we also believe that the system evaluated in this study 
also presents an advantage over PCR-based methods; since it detects 
pre-existing DNA from the organisms present in the sample and lacks 
amplification steps, it is not be subject to carryover contamination 
[22]. Newer technologies such as MALDI-TOF [23] have also been 
shown to improve time to identification over conventional culture-
based techniques when testing directly from positive blood cultures; 
nevertheless, they require additional steps to prepare the sample for 
analysis, which ultimately leads to a time to result similar to the BC-GP 
test [24]. Another limitation of MALDI-TOF lies in that it usually has 
to be combined with additional testing methods in order to obtain a 
resistance profiles, such as for the identification of MRSA [25].

 A considerable number of the publications available addressing 
economic impact associated with BSIs are based on estimates, not 
direct analysis, of outcomes based on test results [26,27]. Despite 
providing invaluable information, we felt that a more direct approach 
to capturing economic outcomes was needed. 

Even though full susceptibility profiles cannot be provided by the 
Verigene BC-GP test, the ability to detect genetic markers to identify 
MRSA or VRE is nonetheless a very useful feature. The ability to rule 
out the presence of organisms such as VRE in previously known 
colonized patients also proved to be useful in avoiding administration 
of expensive antibiotics such as daptomycin. 

Despite not performing a length of stay (LOS) analysis in the present 
work, we could infer that there may be potential additional benefits in 
this aspect based on previous published data showing the advantages of 
rapid identification methods over LOS [28-31]. Nevertheless, we would 
have to perform specific studies to reflect the specific LOS outcome in 
our institution based on the use of the BC-GP test. 

We have demonstrated that a multiplex test based on microarray 
technology can be very sensitive and specific, improve turnaround time 
to report results, which in turn was translated into significant hospital 
savings. Finally, the ability of directly affecting treatment by allowing 
providers to administer appropriate ATB sooner makes the Verigene 
BC-GP microarray-based system a desirable addition to the laboratory 
in order to contribute to achieve the ultimate goal of the hospital, 
improving patient care.
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